
Seven Reasons to Consider Swimming with CW 
 
 
1.  Swimming is a very healthy form of exercise. 
  
Physical activity has always been a natural part of children’s lives. However, today many 
children do not get enough activity during their normal day.  Organized swimming is an 
excellent source of exercise.  Many areas such as physiology, growth and development, 
psychology, and motor development/control are positively affected by regular physical 
activity. Psychomotor skills appear to develop more rapidly in children involved in sport 
activities. Regular physical activity reduces the likelihood of having various cardiovascular 
(heart), respiratory (lung) and metabolic (diabetes, obesity) diseases. Joining CW supplies 
children with all of these health benefits. 

 
2.  CW the best swim club option for your child. 
 
First, ask yourself, ‘why do I want my child to join a swim club?’ Most parents respond to this 
question with comments such as ‘to have fun’, ‘to learn how to swim’, ‘to be with friends’, and 
‘to learn skills such as setting goals, teamwork, and dealing with success and failure’. But 
mere participation in sport does not build character or teach these skills to your children, but 
rather participation in sport has the potential to do so. Club Wolverine offers all of these 
experiences to each child.  It is important for you to talk with a CW coach to see if your 
reasons for having your child in swimming are consistent with the philosophy, goals, values 
and the team’s mission. It may also help to observe a few practices to assess how the 
training environment is structured to determine if it will be a fit for your child. 

 
3. CW does not require your child’s exercise or sport to only be swimming.   
 
Young children often appear to be “sponges” that “soak up” everything around them. Sport is 
a wonderful arena to develop a child’s mental, social, motor, and physical skills. However, 
psychomotor skills and body awareness are enhanced through all types of exercise. Some 
researchers have speculated that children involved in many different types of activity or sport 
during their development will be capable of performing more effectively later in life. These 
concepts have not been fully researched, yet they remain components of training programs 
around the world. It is important that children are involved in a variety of activities or sports 
and the CW coaching staff supports this concept. Each sport or activity brings new 
challenges to the youngster. Diversity in their activities impact children in varying ways. This 
diversity can come through individual versus team sports and different types of sports, such 
as swimming, basketball, or golf. For example, gymnastics or dance will facilitate a child’s 
kinesthetic abilities (knowledge of position of their body in space). Participation in swimming 
develops aerobic capacity, kinesthetic abilities and motor skill development. Participation in 
other sports or activities may also greatly enhance the overall development of children.  It is 
not typically until a child reaches 7

th
 – 9

th
 grade that he/she may begin to specialize in 

swimming as their primary sport. 
 

4.  CW fully supports your child to excel in swimming to the level he/she desires.  
 
While a young child may show some talent in swimming, early talent is not necessarily an 
indicator of later success or that he or she will continue to have an interest in swimming. 
What is most important at a younger age is for your child to have fun with swimming and to 
focus on the development of basic swimming skills. One of the primary reasons kids swim is 
because it is fun and one reason kids quit swimming is because it is no longer fun. Therefore, 
CW coaches and parents try to keep the fun in swimming. In your role as a parent, regularly 
point out the progress he/she is making and how much fun he/she is having, and avoid 
placing any expectations about “how good he/she could be.” Instead of approaching the 

  



situation as how best to push your child to excel, approach it as how best to help your child 
have fun and learn swimming skills. View the early years as "foundation building” and time to 
develop a love for the sport that will be a basis for a successful career.  If he or she excels 
and likes the sport there will come a time when swimming may become their primary sport.  It 
is always important to discuss these issues with a CW coach. 

5.  Swimming can help your child in the classroom.   

An Article by Tom Slear 

Chris Johansen has been swimming year-round since he was a freshman in high school. In that 
time – nearly seven years now – he has come to accept the notion that competitive swimming 
enhances academic performance. The rule doesn’t apply universally, of course, but enough that 
he noticed a difference in classroom achievement between those who swam only for his high 
school in Indiana and those who continued on the rest of the year with a club team. As for those 
who swam and those who didn’t do any outside activity, the gap was even more pronounced. 

“I think the habits of swimming carry over,” he says. “I approach academics much like I approach 
swimming. I have goals in mind, and I realize what it takes to reach those goals. In swimming, it’s 
showing up for practice and taking care of myself. In school, it’s showing up to class, doing the 
papers, staying on task.” 

Johansen sees other similarities: “Swimming is very much guided by the clock,” he says. “That’s 
the way I handle things outside the pool – watching the clock, guiding myself by deadlines and 
getting what I need to get done. It’s momentum. When you are in the peak of your training, it 
takes up so much time. Who knows what I would be doing if I had the extra time.” 

Counterintuitive 

“I know it sounds counterintuitive, but the busier you are, the better you work,” Johansen said. 
“This fall I had an injury that required stitches, and I was out of the water for 10 days. I had extra 
hours of my day back, but I found that once I started relaxing, I didn’t want to start up again. 
When you’re training, you don’t have much time to relax. If you are constantly on the move, you 
just kind of keep on moving. It’s a routine: practice, class, practice, homework. I’m tired, but I 
keep going until I get done what I need to get done.” 

When Johansen arrived at Saint Louis University in the fall of 2002, he was warned that he could 
never survive as an electrical engineering major and a scholarship athlete. In the intervening two 
and a half years, he has set two individual school records, and he has not only survived in EE, 
but thrived. His GPA is 3.9. 

“It’s not easy,” he says, “but it’s certainly possible. As you go along, you learn to make good 
decisions and make good use of your time. A lot of that comes from swimming. Swimming 
teaches you so much about yourself. Without it, I don’t know if I would have had the success I’ve 
had in the classroom.” 

Just about any director of academic services at a college with a swim program will support what 
Johansen says. 

“All of our sports teams perform consistently well,” says Randa Ryan, associate athletic director 
for student services at the University of Texas, “but of the nine women’s sports here, the 
swimmers are always in the top three when it comes to cumulative GPA. They’re smart.” 



“Swimming tends to be among the top performing sports (in academics), right up there with tennis 
and track and field,” says Russ Yarworth, the head men’s swimming coach at the University of 
Massachusetts. “They learn time management at a very young age. There are not many kids in 
high school out there who get up at four o’clock in the morning for practice, then go to school, 
then go to a second practice and then do homework. Sometimes in spite of themselves they learn 
that intelligence is important, but the ability to manage time and to study efficiently is as 
important. Don’t get me wrong. We have some swimmers here who cause me to worry, but 
overall they do very well.” 

The academic performance of swimmers is not unique among high school and college sports, or 
even unusual. It has long been the case that athletes as a group do better in school than those in 
the general student population. Researchers come to many disparaging conclusions about sports 
and academics in America, but they don’t dispute this one. When the GPA of athletes in high 
school or college is compared to that of the student body as a whole, the athletes invariably come 
out ahead. 

Ambiguous at Best 

The easy leap would be to fall into line with Johansen’s belief that the skills taught by swimming 
transfer directly to the classroom. However, those who closely study the American sports scene 
hesitate to make the connection. Support for such a concept is anecdotal. The research data are 
ambiguous at best. 

“The clearest stuff that has come out of the data is that sports like swimming do attract kids who 
have higher levels of self esteem, higher socioeconomic backgrounds, greater identification with 
the school and better cognitive skills,” says Dr. Jay Coakley, a professor in the sociology 
department at the University of Colorado in Colorado Springs and author of Sport in Society, 
Issues and Controversies. “You would expect them to do better in their GPA’s than the student 
body as a whole. Unfortunately, we have a real tough time saying this happens because of 
swimming.”  

The problem is that most studies compare the academic performances of athletes to non-athletes 
at a specific point in time instead of over the entire course of a school career. That’s the 
equivalent of taking a snapshot of a swimming race at the halfway point. How the swimmers got 
there and how they will finish can be only educated guesses. Who finishes strong, who had better 
times going into the race, who is better trained – they all give reasonable indications of how the 
race will turn out, but nothing more. 

“There are a number of possible reasons why athletes get better grades,” says Dr. Dave Feigley, 
chairman of the Department of Exercise Science and Sports Studies at Rutgers University in New 
Jersey. “We can’t say for sure what it is.” 

It’s a chicken/egg situation. Which one comes first? Do swimmers evolve into goal-oriented 
individuals with time management skills because of participation in sports, or are they drawn to a 
sport that demands such skills because they already have them? The GPA gives a false positive. 
A large amount of helpful selection takes place before an academic average is computed. Those 
who don’t have time management skills aren’t able to maintain the grades that will keep them 
eligible to compete on a varsity team. At that point, their depressed GPA goes into the non-
athlete mix. 

 

 



A Selection Process 

“It’s the same situation with fraternities,” says Feigley. “They have higher GPA’s, but it’s not 
because fraternities are a Mecca of academia. It’s because if you don’t have a certain grade point 
average, you can’t pledge.” 

Feigley points to several factors that athletes have over their non-athletic peers when it comes to 
academic performance. Athletes oftentimes get treated more leniently by their teachers. Athletes 
tend to be experts at navigating the less demanding courses. Then there’s the matter of extra 
help, which can be a significant advantage at the college level. 

“There is counseling on what classes to take, on how to study, group and individual tutorials and 
mandatory study hall,” says Yarworth. “It used to be that most of this help was allocated to the 
revenue sports, but it has filtered to the non-revenue sports. And there are regular grade reports 
to the coaches, which is a big help in keeping the swimmers focused.” 

“At Texas there is a very strong support program of encouragement and structure right from the 
beginning,” says Ryan. “Also, we hold our coaches accountable for the academic success of their 
athletes.” 

This accountability imposes itself on recruiting. Coaches won’t bother pursuing high school 
athletes who represent an academic risk. It’s one more way that ensures a higher GPA overall for 
the athletes on campus. 

"There is a selection process across the board for all varsity sports,” says Coakley. “Those 
selected have characteristics different from other kids in the schools. The ones selected are the 
ones who tend to study anyway.” 

Few Direct Connections 

Carry Coakley’s reasoning a step further, and it would seem that the connection between sports 
participation and academic achievement is tenuous at best. With swimming, in particular, he and 
other researchers are hesitant to link the two. Swimmers tend to come from more favorable 
socioeconomic settings, which means better schools for the most part and parents who are more 
prone to emphasize academics. Add in the demands of club swimming – the expense, the travel 
to practices and meets, the volunteer work – and you have parental commitment way above the 
norm. 

“The parents have to take you places, both literally and figuratively,” says Dr. Kathryn Jay, 
assistant professor at Barnard College in New York City and author of More Than Just a Game: 
Sports in American Life Since 1945. “You don’t see that as much with basketball and football, 
where participation is connected to the schools and generally free. So, yes, absolutely, swimmers 
come from backgrounds that encourage academic success.” 

The only direct association Coakley sees between sports and academic achievement is that 
athletes on varsity sports are more connected to their schools, and therefore, more inclined to get 
caught up in academic pursuits. As for club swimming, even that link doesn’t fit. 

“These kids are learning something,” he says, “but how it gets applied to the rest of their lives is 
unclear. They may say this is how it applies, but we don’t have the data to support it. I’m not 
saying that what they believe is untrue, but I’m not willing to make a generalization.” 



The implication is that athletic participation has little merit, other than the activity itself. Swimmers 
learn to swim and how to get into top shape, but as for becoming better students and more 
mature men and women, well, who’s to say? Swimming might help, but then again, it might do no 
more than occupy an enormous amount of time and teach life skills the swimmer already has. 

“Our society emphasizes sport so much that it has to justify it somehow,” says Jay. “So we 
emphasize the character-building aspects of sports. But are these aspects of teamwork and 
dedication any more than kids can get from being part of an orchestra?” 

The Right Reasons 

Coakley, Jay and others aren’t dismissing the value of competitive sports, just putting it into 
proper perspective. They see sports as similar to many other activities – not inherently good or 
bad. The value comes in the application. If the program stresses hard work and improvement 
instead of winning at all costs, if the coaches sincerely believe in the importance of academics 
and rigorously apply rules of decorum, then the athletes will be better for the experience. 

The athletes, on the other hand, must be participating for the right reasons. Learning is never 
painless, but for sports to teach lessons, says Jay, the participants “must generally like what they 
are doing. If they are doing it strictly to earn a college scholarship or because they feel pressure 
from their parents or friends, then there probably won’t be much value. But if they enjoy what they 
are doing, there will be tremendous value in teaching life’s lessons.” 

5. Your child will learn many values from swimming with CW. 
 

A List By John Leonard 
 

We all want our children to learn values from the activities they participate in. Here are 
16 values that they gain from swimming, and how they gain them. 

 
1. Fitness – every study ever done by scientists say that swimming is the best overall sport 
to achieve total fitness and health. Inculcating this value at an early age makes it a value 
for all the life of the individual. 
2. Self-Confidence – each child learns that they can learn, that they can achieve and that 
they can struggle and overcome adversity daily in good swimming practice. 
3. Discipline – No good stroke technique exists without discipline. No good practice 
session exists without structure and discipline to do what is required when it is required, on 
a consistent basis. A daily result of good training sessions by the athlete. Best of all, it’s 
self-discipline! 
4. Teamwork – Swimming is impossible to do as an “individual sport,” its way, way too 
hard! Teammates encourage, lead, follow, and both contribute and receive daily in practice 
sessions with their friends. 
5. Sportsmanship – One of the key lessons learned is that everyone has their “moment in 
the sun” to shine… in practice and in meets. Good coaches teach the lesson that we 
compete “with” people, not “against” people. 
6. Work Ethic – No sport requires more physical effort than swimming. Lesser “talents” can 
outwork (over the long haul) the more talented athlete. Over time, athletes learn that their 
own efforts produce their own results. 
7. Delayed Gratification (Patience is a Virtue) – Very hard in today’s youth society! But 
critical! Swimmers learn that the season (the year, the career) is long, and no one short 
term result can be called success or failure. What you do in practice today will show up in a 
week, a month, six months, a year, in a swim meet. Swimmers learn to accept that “things 
take time” to develop. 
8. Time Management – Swimmers get better grades “in season.” Why? Because with a 
small amount of time, they are forced to use it well to study. When they are not in practice, 



they have “plenty of time” and things don’t get done. A senior swimmer trains 5 plus hours 
a day. With school, sleep, eating, studying, there is not much left over. It’s forced learning 
to be effective and efficient. 
9. Dedication – Swimmers learn as they grow older that one cannot be “all things all the 
time” and that some sacrifices have to be made to achieve in other areas. This is also 
called “focus” and “concentration.” These are Invaluable life skills. 
10. Skill Improvement – because of the medium of water that we operate in, successful 
swimmers pay extreme attention to technique and skills, and more and more so as they 
improve and swim faster. It’s all in the details. Another major life lesson!! 
11. Friendship and Respect – You may not “love” your teammates all the time, but you 
know how hard they work and you learn to respect that work. You also form friendships 
based on the solid values on this list. The best kind of friends… ones you share values 
with, not dope, secrets and aggressions. 
12. Goal Setting – Swimmers learn at a early age to measure success objectively and how 
to set new goals to motivate themselves as they climb the ladder of swimming success. 
13. Gender Equity – Any boy swimming with any girl in practice will tell you that 
females can practice better (practice tougher) than males. Any female competing with any 
male, will tell you that males can get up and race when they need to. 
14. Appreciation of your support team – Mom and Dad keep you swimming. Coach 
teaches and inspires you. Swimmers learn they stand on other people’s shoulders to 
achieve. Great life lessons! 
15. Courage – Each swimmer gets to be a “hero” in their lane, in their world every day. 
Every day they get a chance to test their courage (and succeed and fail in that regard) in 
practice. Courage is a “developed trait.” Swimming develops it well. 
16. Compassion – Each swimmer succeeds. Each swimmer “fails” from time to time. 
Swimmers know how it feels. They can learn to support those who are struggling, applaud 
those who are succeeding, and be inspired by the work of others. 

7.  Join the CW Swimming Family to Experience Their Top 10 Reasons They Love to Swim 
for CW: 

10. The idea of practicing 1 to 2 hours at a time is thrilling...most of the time!  
9. CW really helps swimmers do well in the summer WISC meets and middle/high school 

swim teams. 
8. Travel meets!  
7. Free blonde hair!  
6. Swimming is fun!  
5. Have made many, many good friends!  
4. A CW swimmer is usually the fittest person in their class.  And by swimming with CW 

all year round CW swimmer are in great shape all year long. 
3. CW swimmers like the cool ‘raccoon eyes’ look.  
2. CW swimmers learn how to budget their time effectively in all parts of life (school, 
social, family, etc.). 
1.CW IS THE BEST TEAM IN THE STATE AND ONE OF THE BEST IN THE 

COUNTRY AND THE WORLD AND ALL CW SWIMMERS PROUD TO BE PART OF 
IT!!  

 


